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Abstract
Purpose—is to investigate a shift sequence-based approach efficiency then problem
Purpose
consisting of a high number of shifts.
Research objectives:
• Solve health care workers rostering problem using a shift sequence based
method.
• Measure its efficiency then number of shifts increases.
Design/methodology/approach—Usually
—
rostering problems are highly constrained.
Constraints are classified to soft and hard constraints. Soft and hard constraints of
the problem are additionally classified to: sequence constraints, schedule constraints
and roster constraints. Sequence constraints are considered when constructing shift
sequences. Schedule constraints are considered when constructing a schedule. Roster
constraints are applied, then constructing overall solution, i.e. combining all schedules.
Shift sequence based approach consists of two stages:
• Shift sequences construction,
• The construction of schedules.
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In the shift sequences construction stage, the shift sequences are constructed for
each set of health care workers of different skill, considering sequence constraints.
Shifts sequences are ranked by their penalties for easier retrieval in later stage.
In schedules construction stage, schedules for each health care worker are constructed
iteratively, using the shift sequences produced in stage 1.
Shift sequence based method is an adaptive iterative method where health care
workers who received the highest schedule penalties in the last iteration are scheduled
first at the current iteration.
During the roster construction, and after a schedule has been generated for the
current health care worker, an improvement method based on an efficient greedy local
search is carried out on the partial roster. It simply swaps any pair of shifts between two
health care workers in the (partial) roster, as long as the swaps satisfy hard constraints
and decrease the roster penalty.
Findings—Using shift sequence method for solving health care workers rostering
problem is inefficient, because of large amount of shifts sequences (feasible shifts
sequences are approximately 260 thousands).
In order to speed up roster construction process shifts are grouped to four groups:
morning shifts, day shifts, night shifts and duty shifts. There are only 64 feasible shifts
sequences, in this case.
After roster construction shift groups are replaced with the one of shift belonging
to that group of shifts.
When all shifts are added to roster, computation of workload for each schedule is
performed. If computed workload is equal to the one defined in working contract, then
this schedule is complete, else begin shifts revision process. During revision process
those schedules are considered which do not meet work contract requirements.
If computed workload is larger than the one defined in working contract, each shift
is replaced with the shift, if it’s possible, with lesser duration time. If computed workload
is lesser than the one defined in working contract, each shift is replaced with the shift, if
it’s possible, with larger duration time.
This process continues while schedule does not meet workload requirement defined
in working contract or no further improvement can be made.
Research limitations/implications—Problem dimension: 27 health care workers,
15 shifts, over 20 soft constraints, rostering period—one calendar month.
Practical implications – modifications made to shift sequence based approach
allows to construct a roster for one of the major Lithuania’s hospitals personnel in
shorter time.
Originality/Value—modification of shift sequence based approach is proposed.
Originality/Value
Keywords: shift, sequence, schedule, health care workers rostering.
Research type: research paper.
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Introduction
The common objective of health care workers (further in this text, abbreviation
HCW is used for term health care worker) rostering problem is to produce rosters with
a balanced workload as well as to satisfy individual preferences as much as possible.
Constraints are usually categorized into two groups: hard and soft constraints. Hard
constraints must be satisfied to obtain feasible solutions. Soft constraints are desirable
but not mandatory, and can be violated. Authors (Ikegami, Niwa 2003) additionally
categorized constraints to: shift constraints, and nurse constraints. Authors (Brucker,
Burke, Curtois, Qu, Berghe 2010) categorized to: shift constraints, schedule constraints
and roster constraints. Their proposed approach uses shift sequences - not individual
shifts as many other rostering models do: (Brusco, Jacobs 1995), (Burke, Curtois, Post,
Qu, Veltman 2008), (Aickelin, Dowsland 2004).
This article tackles HCWs rostering problem with high number in shifts using shift
sequence based approach and introduces with improvements which made rostering
problem solvable in shorter time.

1. Problem Formulation
The problem is that of creating monthly schedules for HCWs at a major Lithuania
hospital. These schedules have to satisfy working contracts and meet as far as possible
HCWs’ requests.
A solution of rostering problem consists of a collection of personal schedules for
each of the HCWs. A schedule for a HCW consists of shift sequences that usually have
different lengths and different types (morning shifts, day shifts, etc.).
The shifts in a sequence must be performed on consecutive days, one shift per day.
Between the sequences in a schedule there are days without shifts.
Constraints are categorized as sequence, schedule and roster constraints (Brucker,
Burke, Curtois, Qu, Berghe 2010):
• Sequence constraints are applied when constructing shift sequences for each
HCW with certain skills.
• Schedule constraints are applied when combining schedule for each HCW.
• Roster constraints are applied when constructing an overall solution – roster.
Hard and soft constraints of the problem are listed in the following tables. Last
column describes which category of constraints listed above it applies.
Table 1. Hard constraints categorized to schedule and roster constraints

1.
2.
3.
4.

Hard Constraint
The shift coverage requirements must be fulfilled
After night shift must be at least for 24 hours rest time
Duty shift must be assigned on weekends
HCW cannot be assigned to different assignments on the same time

Category
Roster
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
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Hard constraint No. 1 states that the total number of shifts on certain days must
satisfy the coverage requirements. Hard constraint No. 2 states that there must be at
least 24 hours time difference between night shift and any other shift. Hard constraint
No. 3 states that duty shifts must be assigned only on weekends or on bank holidays. Hard
constraint No. 4 states that if the HCW has more than one skill, his or her assignments
must not overlap. If any of these hard constraints is not satisfied then created roster is
considered as improper.
Table 2. Soft constraints categorized to sequence, schedule and roster constraints

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Soft Constraint
Maximum number of shift assignments
Maximum number of consecutive work days
Minimum number of consecutive work days
Maximum number of consecutive non-working days
Minimum number of consecutive non-working days
Maximum number of a certain shift worked
Maximum number of consecutive working weekends
Maximum number of working weekend in a month
Requested days off
Requested days on
Requested shifts on
Requested shifts off
Requested shifts for each weekday

Category
Schedule
Sequence / Schedule
Sequence / Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Sequence
Sequence
Schedule

Soft constraints not necessarily must be satisfied, however violations of soft constraint are penalized. Sum of penalties defines quality of roster – the lesser sum is the
higher quality roster is. Objective of solving such problems is to minimize objective
function (Aickelin, White 2004):

Where
n – Number of HCWs.
m – Number of shift sequences.
pij – Cost of HCW i working shift sequence j.
F(i) – Set of feasible shift sequences for HCW i.
xij – decision variable, it is equal 1 if HCW i works shift sequence j, 0 – otherwise.
Problem dimension: 27 HCWs, 15 shifts (Table 3), rostering period – one calendar
month.
Part of HCWs has full time work; part of HCWs has part time work; part of HCWs
has more than full time work. There are HCWs who have more than one skill and in
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order to construct correct roster have to be considered that his / her assignments does not
overlap. Best case scenario is then one assignment ends and starts another for those who
have several skills, i.e. no time interval between assignments on same day.
Table 3. Shift types

Shift label

Shift type

Time period

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
D1
D2
D3
D4
N1
N2
Dt1
Dt2

Morning
Morning
Morning
Morning
Morning
Morning
Morning
Day
Day
Day
Day
Night
Night
Duty
Duty

0730 - 1512
0730 - 0918
0918 - 1512
0730 - 1106
0918 – 1424
0918 - 1436
1106 - 1512
1512 - 1700
1512 - 1848
1700 - 2036
1512 - 2036
1848 - 2400
0000 - 0912
0800 - 2400
0000 - 0800

2. A Two-Stage Adaptive Approach Overview
Health care workers rostering problems are usually dealt with by constructing the
schedules by generating assignments of HCWs to shifts for each day of the scheduling
period.
This approach constructs schedules using shift sequences and it consists of two
stages:
• A shifts sequences construction with respect to sequence constraints listed in
Table 1.
• A construction of schedules for the HCWs which are combined into a roster with
respect to the schedule and roster constraints listed in Table 1 and Table 2.

2.1. Shift Sequences Construction
In this stage, the shift sequences are constructed for each HCW, considering sequence constraints. Shifts sequences are ranked by their penalties for easier retrieval in
later stage.
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To decrease the complexity, it is possible to limit the number of possible valid shift
sequences by either considering only sequences with a penalty below a certain threshold,
or by selecting the certain amount of the best sequences for each HCW in the second
stage of the approach. Shift sequence length is up to 5 shifts, because of 5 working days
in a week, usually. If there is the need of constructing sequences of length greater than 5,
such sequences are constructed using combination of sequences of length up to 5 shifts.
This combination is performed in the schedule and roster construction stage.

2.2. The Construction of Schedules
In the second stage of the approach, schedules for each HCW are constructed iteratively, using the shift sequences produced in stage 1, described above. Only schedule
constraints are under consideration then constructing schedule for HCW.
Basically, the construction of roster is made using two algorithms.
Algorithm 1. Construct_Roster()
construct and rank the shifts sequences for each HCW
iteration = 0
set max no. of iterations (MaxNoIter)
randomly order HCWs
while (iteration < MaxNoIter)
for each HCW εε ordered list of HCWs’
Construct_Schedule(HCW, partial_roster)
greedy local search to improve partial roster
store the best roster constructed so far
calculate the penalty for the schedule of each HCW
sort the HCWs by their schedule’s penalty in a non-increasing order
increase iteration counter.
Algorithm 2. Construct_Schedule(HCW, partial_roster)
set final threshold (f_threshold)
set current threshold (curr_threshold = 0)
while (curr_threshold ≤ f_threshold)
for each sequence ε ranked list for the HCW do
for each day from the first day in the planning period
assign the sequence’s corresponding shifts based on
the partial _roster if it does not violate any hard cons
traints and the penalty ≤ curr_threshold
increase the value of f_threshold
return schedule
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Algorithm 1 first operation is stage 1, the rest of the pseudo code is stage 2 of this
approach. It is an adaptive iterative method where HCWs who received the highest
schedule penalties in the last iteration are scheduled first at the current iteration.
Algorithm 2 presents the schedule construction process. It builds a schedule for
the HCW based on the partial roster built so far for other HCWs and returns its penalty
to Algorithm 1. The basic idea of this algorithm is to generate a schedule with a low
penalty value for the HCW, using low penalty shift sequences. Variable curr_threshold
points what kind of sequences to use, i.e. if its value is 0, then are used only those
sequences that has penalty equal to 0. If no valid assignment can be made for the current
HCW, the shift sequence with the second lowest penalty is considered and so on. The
sequences are assigned for the current HCW if the penalty of assigning them is under the
current threshold (curr_threshold).
curr_threshold
During the roster construction, and after a schedule has been generated for the
current HCW, an improvement method based on an efficient greedy local search (Peyro,
Ruiz 2010) is carried out on the partial roster. It simply swaps any pair of shifts between
two HCWs in the partial roster, as long as the swaps satisfy hard constraints and decrease
the roster penalty.
After all the schedules have been constructed and a roster has been built, there
may still be some shifts for which the coverage is not satisfied. To repair this, a greedy
heuristic is used. Each extra shift to be assigned is added to the HCWs’ schedule whose
penalty decreases the most (or increases the least if all worsen) on receiving this shift.
After this repair step, the local search is applied once more to improve the quality of the
overall roster.

3. Adaptation of Shift Sequence Approach to Problem with
High Number of Shifts
Using shift sequence method for solving HCWs’ rostering problem is inefficient,
because of large amount of shifts sequences (feasible shifts sequences are over 260
thousands).
Regardless of possibility to limit number of shifts sequences used in stage 2, it still
does not help to solve the problem. If we choose only those with penalty 0, we still get
large amount of sequences, if we choose only n best sequences we may get to situation
there is no suitable shift sequence to assign to HCWs.
In order to limit amount of sequences and yet do not lose any of them, the shifts
listed in Table 3 are grouped into four groups (Table 4): morning shifts (M), day shifts
(D), night shifts (N), duty shifts (Dt).
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Table 4. Grouped shifts

Shifts group label

M

Corresponding Shift

Time Period

R1

0730–1512

R2

0730–0918

R3

0918–1512

R4

0730–1106

R5

0918–1424

R6

0918–1436

R7

1106–1512

D1

1512–1700

D2

1512–1848

D3

1700–2036

D4

1512–2036

N1

1848–2400

N2

0000–0912

Dt1

0800–2400

Dt2

0000–0800

D

N

Dt

In this case we get only 64 feasible shifts sequences.
Hard constraint No. 2 (Table 1) must be redefined as “After night shift must be
day-off.”
Then roster is constructed using method described above, the task is to add the real
shifts listed in Table 3 to corresponding places of constructed roster. Shift M replaced
with the one of the shifts belonging to the morning shifts group. Shift D replaced with
the one of the shifts belonging to the day shifts group. Shift N is replaced with both of
the shifts belonging to the night shifts group. Shift Dt replaced with both of the shifts
belonging to the duty shifts group. Then replacing night shifts or duty shifts, the shifts
N1 or Dt1 is replaced with N or Dt, the shifts N2 or Dt2 is added to the next day.
When all shifts are added to roster, computation of workload for each schedule is
performed. If computed workload is equal to the one defined in working contract, then
this schedule is complete, else begin shifts revision process. During revision process
those schedules are considered which do not meet work contract requirements.
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If computed workload is larger than the one defined in working contract, each
shift is replaced with the shift, if it’s possible, with shorter duration time. If computed
workload is lesser than the one defined in working contract, each shift is replaced with
the shift, if it’s possible, with longer duration time.
This process continues while schedule does not meet workload requirement defined
in working contract or no further improvement can be made.
Shifts replacement and revision procedures can be formulated as the following:
Algorithm 3. Shifts_Replacement()
for each schedule εε roster do
for each days-on in schedule
shifts group label replace with corresponding shift belonging
to that group
Algorithm 4. Balance_Workload()
for each HCW ε HCWs list do
compute schedule workload (computed_workload)
if computed_workload != desired_workload
Revise_Schedule(schedule, computed_workload, desired_workload)
Algorithm 5. Revise_Schedule(schedule, computed_workload, desired_workload)
if computed_workload < desired_workload
for each shift, except night and duty shifts ε schedule do
if shift is not longest in duration
replace shift to shift with longer duration time from
the same shifts group
else
skip to next shift
compute schedule workload (computed_workload)
if computed_workload = desired_workload
revision complete
else
for each shift, except night and duty shifts ε schedule do
if shift is not shortest in duration
replace shift to shift with shorter duration time from
the same shifts group
else
skip to next shift
compute schedule workload (computed_workload)
if computed_workload = desired_workload
revision complete
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After shifts replacement and revision procedures if there are still left schedules
which duration time does not meet HCWs’ workload defined in his/her working contract
greedy local search is performed again to substitute shifts between two schedules with
larger and lesser workloads if it does not violate hard constraints and not increase the
penalty of roster.

4. Results and Findings
The experiments were undertaken on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.16 GHz machine.
Testing software is built using C# programming language.
The results of experiments showed that shift sequence based method is very slow
in solving rostering problem with high number of shifts—execution time of roster
construction process (1 iteration) is approximately 15 minutes. Proposed approach
solved problem in much shorter time - execution time of roster construction process
(1 iteration) is approximately 20 seconds.
Number of shifts has no direct impact to the roster construction time using proposed
approach as long as it can be grouped into groups listed in section 4.

Conclusions
The testing is done using shift sequence based (Brucker, Burke, Curtois, Qu,
Berghe 2010) and modified shift sequence based approaches. The results of experiments
showed that shift sequence based method is very slow in solving rostering problem with
high number of shifts - execution time of roster construction process (1 iteration) is
approximately 15 minutes. Proposed approach solved problem in much shorter time—
execution time of roster construction process (1 iteration) is approximately 20 seconds.
Number of shifts has no direct impact to the roster construction time using proposed
approach as long as it can be grouped into groups listed in section 4.
According to the results of research on implementing Bayesian Network in scheduling
problems (Jingpeng, Aickelin 2006; Aickelin, Jingpeng 2007), implemented Bayesian
Network can speed up roster construction process to several times. Implementation of
Bayesian Network to shift sequence based approach could be promising direction of
research for the future work.
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Santrauka. Ðiame straipsnyje nagrinëjamas pamainø sekø metodo efektyvumas sudarant dideliø ligoniniø gydytojø darbo tvarkaraðèius, kai yra daug (iki 15) pamainø.
Nagrinëjamas pavyzdys, kai tvarkaraðtis sudaromas vienam kalendoriniam mënesiui
27-iems gydytojams. Dël skirtingo gydytojø darbo krûvio (dalis gydytojø dirba visu etatu,
dalis – puse etato, treèdalis – ketvirèiu etato) susidaro 15 skirtingø pamainø. Sudarant
tvarkaraðtá susiduriama su daugiau nei 20 ribojimø.
Ankstesni tyrimai parodë, kad ðis metodas gana efektyvus sudarant darbo tvarkaraðtá,
kai pamainø skaièius nedidelis (iki 4 pamainø). Sprendþiant gydytojø tvarkaraðèiø sudarymo uþdaviná pastebëta, kad didëjant pamainø skaièiui, pailgëja tvarkaraðèio sudarymo
laikas. Kai yra keturios pamainø, ðiuo metodu tvarkaraðtis gali bûti parengiamas per 20
sekundþiø (pasirinkus 1 iteracijà). Kai pamainø skaièius iðauga iki 15, tvarkaraðèio sudarymo trukmë yra 15 minuèiø (pasirinkus 1 iteracijà). Straipsnyje pasiûlyta modifikacija
leidþia sudaryti tvarkaraðtá per apytikriai 45 kartus trumpesná laikà.
Pasiûlytoje modifikacijoje pamainos skirstomos á keturias grupes: rytinës pamainos,
dieninës pamainos, naktinës pamainos ir budëjimo pamainos. Pamainø sekos sudaromos
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naudojant ne paèias pamainas, o jø grupes. Taip sumaþinamas tinkamø pamainø sekø
skaièius (nuo 260 000 pamainø sekø iki 64 pamainø sekø).
Remiantis gautomis pamainø sekomis sudaromas kiekvieno gydytojo darbo tvarkaraðtis
vietoje pamainø sekø grupës áraðant konkreèià pamainà. Jei apskaièiuojamas darbo krûvis
neatitinka darbo sutartyje apibrëþto darbo krûvio, pamaina, atsiþvelgiant á tai, ar gautas
darbo krûvis yra maþesnis, ar didesnis uþ apibrëþtà darbo sutartyje, keièiama á kità ilgesnæ
arba trumpesnæ tai paèiai grupei priklausanèià pamainà. Pamainø keitimo procedûra kartojama, kol darbo krûvis atitinka darbo sutartyje apibrëþtà krûvá arba pasiekiama paskutinë
mënesio diena.
Atlikus pamainø keitimo procedûrà atliekama dviejø skirtingø gydytojø pamainø apkeitimo procedûra, jei apkeitimas nepaþeidþia bûtinøjø ribojimø ir nepablogina tvarkaraðèio, t. y. parengto tvarkaraðèio baudos taðkø suma nepadidëja (uþ kiekvienà tvarkaraðèio
neatitiktá uþdavinio ribojimams skiriamas tam tikras baudos taðkø skaièius. Baudos taðkø
suma rodo tvarkaraðèio kokybæ – kuo suma maþesnë, tuo tvarkaraðtis kokybiðkesnis). Pamainø apkeitimo procedûrai naudojamas godusis lokalios paieðkos algoritmas.
Atlikus skirtingø gydytojø pamainø apkeitimo procedûrà vykdoma kita iteracija gydytojus iðrikiuojant surinktø baudos taðkø maþëjimo tvarka, t. y. pradedama nuo to gydytojo,
kurio darbo grafikas ankstesnëje iteracijoje surinko daugiausiai baudos taðkø.
Tvarkaraðèio rengimas baigiamas, kai ávykdomas ið anksto pasirinktø iteracijø skaièius. Kuo didesnis iteracijø skaièius, tuo kokybiðkesnis (maþesnis baudos taðkø skaièus) tvarkaraðtis, taèiau kuo didesnis iteracijø skaièius, tuo ilgesnis tvarkaraðèio rengimo laikas.
Raktaþodþiai: pamaina, seka, tvarkaraðtis.

